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Introduction

Evaluating a Secure Web Gateway (SWG) can be a complicated process and nothing is better than testing a solution in 
your own environment.  Without testing all of the options how can you determine which SWG is right for your environ-
ment?  You have to ask the right questions which can be di�cult if you are unfamiliar with the next generation in network 
security solutions.  Here are some questions you should ask to determine a given provider’s approach to securing your 
network while granularly controlling web activity.  

Performance / Integration

The essential functionality of the solution hinges on just how quickly data °ows to your network.  It is very common in 
legacy solutions to see bottlenecks form at the gateway.  When looking at a long term solution you also want to verify 
that it will easily scale as your network grows.

Q. What is the maximum single appliance throughput inline?

Q. What speci�cally is the SSL throughput?

Q. How many concurrent TCP/IP connections per appliance?

Q. How does the solution handle segmented networks (i.e. BYOD or wireless)?

Q. Does the solution o�er a settings/con�g restore point for migration of data?

Q. Are �rmware updates backwards compatible?

Q. Does the solution have a built in clustering module for redundancy?

Q. Is the solution Layer 7?

Q. Can the solution run in and out of Band (Tap Mode/Span)?

Q. Is the solution truly an inline-bridge or is it an inline-proxy across all layers and ports?

Directory Integration

How quickly you will be able to migrate to a new solution and the ease with which to manage your users will be 
deter-mined by how your established user directory integrates with the solution.

Q. For Single Sign-on (transparent Authentication), do you require anything on the device (proxy, cookie, agent)?

Q. Can it authenticate multiple directories such as Open Directory or Active Directories against one appliance?

BYOD Management 
The consumerization of IT makes BYOD management a requirement for next generation solutions.  BYOD policies tend 
to increase productivity and when managed properly, will reduce overhead.  Proper BYOD management allows you to 
extend compliance and acceptable use policies to these devices.   
Q. How do you authenticate BYOD users?

Q. Do you make them directory aware and apply the user’s group policy even without a NAC?

Q. Does SSL �ltering on BYOD require anything on the user’s device (Root certi�cates, agents)?

Q. How does the solution address High Risk users such as those downloading illegal music/videos on BYOD?
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BYOD Management (continued)    

Q. Does the solution provide throttle/QoS tools for BYOD   
 resource management?

Q. Does the solution integrate with Radius servers?

Q. Does the solution integrate with any NAC solutions?

HTTPS/SSL Management

How the solution manages HTTPS/SSL greatly impacts 
network data speeds.  HTTPS/SSL management allows for 
granular control over many web applications, including 
social media and Google.  Many organizations using legacy 
solutions turn this decryption o˝ because in practice it 
increases bottlenecking at the gateway.

Q. Does your solution rely on any agents for managing 
 HTTPS/SSL tra�c?

 - If it does not, how do you handle SSL tra�c beyond 
   �ltering by the certi�cate exchange to properly deal 
   with HTTPS Google/YouTube?

 - What are the limitations on HTTPS/SSL tra�c if you elect 
   not to utilize Root Certi�cates or Agents on the device?

If you do decrypt HTTPS/SSL:

Q. Can the solution decrypt on all devices (iPads, Nooks, 
 Linux Netbooks, Chrome books)?

Q. How does the solution decrypt HTTPS/SSL?

Q. Is the solution using a “man in the middle”/Root 
 Certi�cate approach?

Q. What about devices that you don’t own? BYOD?

Q. If you can’t put anything on the user’s devices, is it a 
 “block/allow all” SSL policy?

Q. If you put something on a mobile device, how do you 
 keep the certi�cate updated and what about potential 
 exploits and associated liability? 

Education    

Educators are primarily concerned with protecting 
their children from inappropriate content while still 
allowing them to use the online tools that support 
collaboration. Extending compliance across all of 
Google’s services including YouTube is possible with 
next generation security solutions.  Granular control 
of these tools allows for more �exibility in District 
policies.

Google

Q. Can your solution tell the di�erence between 
 HTTPS YouTube vs. Google Docs without agents/
 root certs on the desktop and transparently 
 authenticating?

Q. Google Images - Can you �lter beyond safe search?  
 Strip out images based on Authenticated user policy?

Q. Google Translation - Can it enforce AUP beyond safe 
 search on Google translations which are cached by 
 Google?

YouTube

Q. Can your solution strip out all of the ads and com
 ments that are potential violations and just show a 
 clean video?

Q. Do you support YouTube for education? If so, is it a 
 global feature or can it be applied by group?

Q. Can you block the IOS/Android YouTube app on your 
 wireless network since it doesn’t use YouTube.com to   
 communicate?

Q. How do you handle HTTPS YouTube.com and Google 
 services such as Google Docs which share SSL 
 certi�cates?

  - If you want to block YouTube for students includ-
  ing HTTPS YouTube, does that a�ect Google Docs?

  - If not, please clarify how you distinguish between 
  the shared SSL cert. 

  - If you require SSL decryption, how do you enforce 
  policies across BYOD devices?
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Bandwidth Management    

With the expansion of BYOD and the ever growing 
demand on bandwidth, an essential part of the Secure 
Web Gateway (SWG) is ensuring that mission critical 
applications are not interrupted by recreational tra�c.

Q. Does the solution have a bandwidth management 
 module?

Q. If so, is it an Intelligent Bandwidth Management or 
 Traditional Stateful Management?

Q. Does it throttle rules throughout the day or only 
 during network saturation/bandwidth peaks?

Q. Can you create ‘Pools’ to combine critical services such 
 as online payroll, H.R., testing, or emergency services?

Q. Does it apply stream based throttling/QoS to manage 
 tra�c by category vs. traditional ports or domain (i.e. 
 can you choose streaming TV/Radio vs. only 
 Pandora.com)?

Q. Does it provide up to the second Network Health 
 Monitoring to track bandwidth consumption, what’s       
 being shaped, how much critical services are utilizing?

Q. Can it prioritize resources by user/ou on a segmented 
 wireless network?

Reporting
As the direction of Network Security shifts to a data 
economy in�uenced by consumer technology habits, 
reporting that gives you consolidated, user-friendly 
access to your data is your most valuable asset. Legacy 
technology simply can’t handle the new wave of tra�c 
consumer technology brings into an organization.

Q. Have the demonstrator drill down into each report 
 and graph to see if you can get to the user from the   
 dashboard.

Q. For bandwidth, does it provide packet, connection, 
 bytes, application, URL, and user level detail?

Q. Can you track bandwidth and threats visually across 
 a global map to help identify threats quickly vs. static 
 logs?

Q. Can you see what people actually searched for on 
 Yahoo or YouTube without clicking the raw url link?

Q. Do the report logs for activity �lter URL 'noise' and 
 bring forward only user created actions?

Q. How long does it take to pull a speci�c user’s activity 
 from one year ago? Is an import required?

Q. Can you perform a packet capture for DPI (deep packet 
 inspection) on a speci�c connection from the reporter?

Q. How long would it take to produce a report document 
 with six months of basic reporting data?

Q. Can it report on an identi�ed service in real time, show 
 resource consumption (ie. watch a SAAS application 
 by hour? - by day?

Q. Does the reporter self-manage?

  - What happens if it is full?

    - Does log data arrive immediately on the reporter 
  server allowing a single point for all web usage, 
  reporting, and troubleshooting?

  - Does it have a report builder with canned templates 
  for various audiences -- executive summary, 
  manager, forensics, network usage, etc.

  - Does the reporter solution allow archived data to 
  be transparently searched and used to produce 
  reports without having to do manual import/export 
  intervention?

30% complete
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Support    

What happens after the purchase of a solution is just as 
important as the features.  A dedicated and responsive 
support team is better equipped to answer your 
questions than a team that doesn’t know your network.  
The ability to communicate easily with the support team 
will reduce frustration when you require assistance.

Q. Does the solution have an option for customers to 
 enable secure remote connection from a vendor 
 support organization without having to con�gure 
 �rewall access to platform?  
 (This is a constant frustration with many vendors.)

Q. Do you have a no-cost next-day replacement warranty 
 for educational customers?

Q. If I need to upgrade my appliance from Copper to Fiber, 
 do I just buy the interface from you, or do I need new 
 hardware?

Q. What are my PST and EST support hours?

Q. Would I have a dedicated engineer I can always 
 contact?

Licensing

Q. Does your web �lter platform turn o� and/or block 
 all tra�c when license limit reached?  

iboss Network Security’s Secure Web Gateway    

iboss Network Security’s SWG provides highly scalable 
Web Security with content control across all 65,535 ports 
through layer 7 to defend networks against the latest 
threats. iboss SWG solutions combine unmatched network 
visibility and behavioral data-loss protection with 
advanced HTTP, SSL, application and bandwidth manage-
ment controls. iboss provides networks with complete 
visibility, enabling them to create actionable policies.

Final Thoughts   

Network security is constantly evolving to meet the 
changing threats in a world that is moving to a data 
economy.  The value of what you protect may not 
always be understood until it has been breached.  

The best solutions o�er user-friendly interfaces with 
real-time visibility into network tra�c that will save 
time and resources, are upgradable and backwards 
compatible, and customizable to �t your network.  
Having the questions above answered will clearly show 
that iboss Network Security stands out amongst the 
competition.  When reviewing network security 
solutions remember to compare based on what each 
product is capable of and not what you wish it could do. 

About iboss Network Security   

iboss Network Security engineers highly scalable Web 
security solutions providing layer 7 defense across 
HTTP, SSL, threat and applications securing mobile 
devices on or network. iboss enables organizations to 
safely adapt social media, SaaS, and mobile devices 
while expanding access to technology. By incorporat-
ing unmatched network tra�c visibility, organizations 
are able to identify high-risk user behavior and the 
Shadow IT to create more actionable policies. 
Visit www.iboss.com.

Contact your account rep. OR sales@iboss.com 

North America: 1-877-426-7701 

International: 1-877-742-6832


